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The legal property of weather forecasting in our law is not clear, and there are 
four views in Theory. The first view holds that it is "copyrights law" protection works. 
The second kind of views holds that the weather forecasting providing to the 
community belongs to the public product, and the weather forecasting for professional 
is not public product while belongs to the special intellectual property rights. The 
third thinks it is a kind of s&t achievements, and the one which has made and released 
it enjoys the ownership. The fourth view advocates it shall not be protected by the 
copyrights law. The legal property of unclear causes about the rights communicating it 
to be controversial. In practice, the behavior to communicating it without 
authorization occurs frequently. And it causes much dispute about that does the 
communication tort and what kind of rights it torts. So the discussion about the legal 
property of weather forecasting and the rights of its communication is of positive 
theoretical and realistic significance, which is better for economic development, 
national defense, social development and people's life service. 
Except the preface and epilogue , the paper is divided into three parts. The first 
chapter presents the definition, categories, workflow, methods and basic 
characteristics about the weather forecasting. The second chapter presents relevant 
arguing about the legal property of weather forecasting and the regulations in the 
world .And then the comparison to the business secret, scientific discovery. So the 
demonstrates about the legal property: the public weather forecasting belongs to s&t 
achievement, while the professional (special) belongs to the protection of copyrights 
law. As the public with pro bono, its ownership should be certainly restricted. The 
third chapter presents on the way of its issuing and communication in the world, and 
the rules and judicial practice in our country. Then it advocates that public medias 
enjoy the communication rights, while the for-profit medias need the signing 
agreement to it. And the last is the way to improve the communication rights. 
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“厦门地区天气：阴有阵雨；东北风 4～5 级；气温 20～24；相对湿度 70%






















































用啤酒。其中啤酒指数 1 级的含义为饮 2～3 成的啤酒量为宜；加温的啤酒可以
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